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Relaxor ferroelectric characteristics of �110�-cut �PbMg1/3Nb2/3O3�0.75�PbTiO3�0.25 single crystal has been
revealed by temperature-dependent hysteresis loops and dielectric permittivities measurements. Ferroelectric
domain structure and evolution in the as-grown and the poled samples have also been studied by means of
temperature-dependent piezoresponse force microscopy. The result from the as-grown single crystal reveals
that the microdomain size distribution follows an exponential cutoff, and the crystal exhibits a transition from
ferroelectric microdomain to paraelectric phase upon heating; while being cooled back to room temperature,
new microdomains are rebuilt. By contrast, lamellar-shaped macrodomains have been observed in the poled
sample and transitions from macro- to microdomain structures at 90 °C and from microdomain structure to
paraelectric phase at 115 °C have been observed upon heating, respectively.
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I. INTRODUCTION

Relaxors, such as Pb�Zn1/3Nb2/3�O3 �PZN� and
Pb�Mg1/3Nb2/3�O3 �PMN�, have the main features of signifi-
cant frequency dependence of their peak relative permittivi-
ties, the absence of macroscopic spontaneous polarization,
and persistence of the local polarization far above the tran-
sition temperature.1 Relaxors are commonly thought to be
complex perovskites with ABO3 type cell unit and character-
ized by the ionic disorder resulted from the randomly occu-
pation of the B site by at least two different valence
cations.1–3 In the case of PMN, one of the typical relaxors,
these two valence cations are Mg2+ and Nb5+. By doping the
PbTiO3 �PT� in the PMN, the solid solutions of
�Pb�Mg1/3Nb2/3�O3�1−x�PbTiO3�x �PMN-PT� can be obtained,
and the substitution of B site ions with ferroelectrically ac-
tive Ti4+ can cause the PMN-PT a gradual transformation
from relaxor ferroelectrics to normal ferroelectrics.4 Due to
the superior dielectric and electromechanical properties, re-
laxor ferroelectrics are considered the best piezoelectric ma-
terials in the new-generation of transducers, sensors, and
actuators,5–7 and intensive research effort has been given to
fundamental understanding of the structural and physical
properties.

It is widely accepted that the properties of relaxor ferro-
electrics can be described in terms of the formation of polar
nanosized regions �PNRs�, which are found to form at the
so-called Burns temperature and persist below transition
temperature.1,8,9 Gehring and Shirane et al. reported in their
work the “waterfall” anomaly in the transverse optic �TO�
phonon observation of PT doped PMN and PZN, and PNRs
have been attributed as the cause of the damping due to their
random polar nature.10–12 Blinc and co-workers also pro-
posed a spherical random-bond-random-field �SRBRF�
model of dipolar glasses based on polar cluster interacting to

describe the local polarization and nonlinear dielectric sus-
ceptibility in PMN.13,14

The PMN-PT single crystals are believed to have a mor-
photropic phase boundary �MPB� in the range of 28%–36%
of PT. When PT% �36%, the PMN-PT single crystals be-
have as normal ferroelectrics, where only macrodomains
with sizes of hundreds of microns exists. On the other hand,
when PT% �28%, only rhombohedral microdomains exist
in the single crystals; while if poled by an external electric
field, these microdomains can be transformed to
macrodomains.15–18 The relaxor characteristics of poled
PMN-PT can be revealed by two temperatures Td and Tm,
where Td is the transition temperature from the macrodomain
to the microdomain and Tm represents the phase change tem-
perature from the ferroelectric to paraelectric phases.15–18

The domain evolution in relaxor PMN-PT single crystals can
be regards as a transition from nanodomain to microdomain
and macrodomain.

Because of its important role in the relaxor phenomenon,
the evolution of domain structures in relaxor ferroelectrics
under different temperatures and electric fields have attracted
a great deal of interest in recent years. In early studies, the
results were mainly obtained from indirect information such
as temperature dependence of relative permittivity or high-
energy x-ray diffraction and neutron diffraction.3,7,19 Optical
methods were commonly used to visualize domain struc-
tures. Tu et al. studied the evolution of domain structures in
PMN-PT single crystals under zero-field-heating �ZFH� and
field-cooling-zero-field-heating �FC-ZFH� using a polarized
microscope.20–23 However, limited by the resolution, the op-
tical method is appropriate only for observing domains of a
size in the order of microns, and is focused on the composi-
tions with a PT% of close to 35%, which exhibit micron-
sized domain structures at room temperature.20–24

After the piezoresponse force microscopy �PFM� was suc-
cessfully applied to the study of ferroelectric materials in the
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nanometer scale, the situation improved a great deal. Several
studies on the direct observation of domain structures in re-
laxor ferroelectrics have been reported, with the resolution
approaching the scale of nanometers.25–27 Very recently, Sh-
vartsman and Kholkin reported a complex polar structure
with nanometer sizes, which reflects the appearance of the
ferroelectric state at room temperature and the existence of
PNRs in a large temperature range.26 Nevertheless, the at-
tempts have not been enough to achieve an understanding of
relaxor ferroelectrics such as the domain evolution under
varied temperatures after poling at room temperature and the
microdomain-macrodomain transition induced by varying
the temperature. In this work, we reported the domain evo-
lution observed in both as-grown and poled rhombohedral
PMN-PT single crystals.

II. EXPERIMENT

The PMN-25PT single crystal was synthesized by the
modified Bridgman technique and the major faces were
cleaved as normal to the �110� direction.24 Here, the direction
“�110�” refers to the pseudocubic axes, and hereafter the
single crystal cut perpendicular to this direction is called
“�110�-cut” single crystal. Samples for measurement are
plates with areas of 2–3�5 mm2 and thickness of 1 mm.
For measurements of the temperature dependence of hyster-
esis loops �P-E loops� and dielectric permittivity ����T�,
Au was coated on both sides as electrodes. In order to deter-
mine the domain evolution in the as-grown and poled single
crystal, one sample was poled along the �110� direction by an
electric field of 4.5 kV/cm at 70 °C for 15 min, and of
2.25 kV/cm in the process of cooling the sample down to
room temperature. The temperature dependence of the hys-
teresis characteristics of the �110�-cut PMN-25PT single
crystal was measured using a Sawyer-Tower circuit at the
temperature from room temperature �denoted as 25 °C� to
140 °C, which is much higher than the Tm. Using an imped-
ance analyzer �HP4194A� equipped with a temperature
chamber �Delta 9023�, the temperature dependence of the
relative permittivities of the as-grown and the poled single
crystal was measured at temperatures of 40–240 °C at fre-
quencies of 100, 1 k, and 10 kHz.

For the PFM characterization of domain structure, the as-
grown and poled samples were mechanically polished to a
thickness of about 15 �m and a PFM �Nanoscope IV, Digital
Instruments� utilizing a conductive tip coated with Pt was
carried out. In the experiments, the tip was electrically
grounded, while a modulating voltage of 6 V �peak-to-peak�
with 11 kHz was applied on the bottom electrode.

III. RESULTS AND DISCUSSION

The P-E loops obtained at different temperatures are
shown in Fig. 1, where a rather good typical hysteresis char-
acteristic for the �110�-cut PMN-25PT single crystal can be
seen at room temperature �25 °C�. The remnant polarization
�Pr� is measured to be 32.0 �C/cm2, which is very close to
the value of the saturation polarization �Ps�; and the coercive
electric field �Ec� is also determined to be 2.6 kV/cm from

the P-E loop at room temperature. The temperature depen-
dence of the Ps and Pr can be revealed from the temperature-
dependent P-E loops, as shown in Figs. 1�b� and 1�c�. It can
be seen that, when the temperature rises to 90 °C, the Ps
decreases by 31% to a value of 22 �C/cm2, while Pr de-
creases by 53% to 15 �C/cm2. The Pr decreases much faster
than the Ps as the temperature rises, and at 140 °C the Pr is
close to zero. It should be noted that when the temperature
reaches 140 °C, which is well above the Tm, the hysteresis
characteristics can still be identified from the P-E loop,
where the Pr is nonzero although it is very close to zero. This
suggests that the microdomains still exist at temperatures
much higher than Tm in the PMN-25PT single crystal. The
features of a large Pr, the slow decrease of Ps and nonzero Pr
at high temperatures, are characteristics of relaxor ferroelec-
trics and an explanation for these features in terms of a
microdomain-macrodomain transition has been given.5,18,28

The temperature-dependent relative permittivities of the
as-grown and the poled PMN-25PT single crystals upon
heating and cooling are shown in Fig. 2. Relaxor ferroelec-
tricity is apparent as illustrated in Fig. 2�a�, where the Tm is
determined to be 115 °C at 1 kHz. Corresponding to the
empirical equation,

FIG. 1. �Color online� Temperature dependence of �a� hysteresis
loops, �b� saturation polarization �Ps�, and �c� remnant polarization
�Pr�.
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Tm = 5x − 10, �1�

where x represents the composition of PT, the single crystal
can be confirmed to be PMN-25PT.29,30 Upon heating, the
temperature dependence of relative permittivities for the as-
grown and the poled sample are shown in Figs. 2�a� and 2�b�.
Fig. 2�b� also reveals a transition temperature at Td=90 °C,
where the dispersion feature for different frequencies at T
�Td suggests a macrodomain-to-microdomain transition in
the poled sample. In contrast, there is only a small shoulder
at 90 °C for the as-grown sample, indicating that the micro-
domain structure is dominant. Figures 2�c� and 2�d� represent
the temperature dependence of relative permittivity for the
PMN-25PT single crystals upon cooling, where almost the
same curve as heating can be observed. It can be concluded
that, without an external electric field, only a microdomain
exists when the sample is cooled down from the paraelectric
phase no matter whether the sample has been poled or not
before heating.

Figure 3 shows the piezoresponse images of the as-grown
and the poled �110�-cut PMN-25PT single crystal at room
temperature. It can be seen from Fig. 3�a� that speckle-
shaped domains, with sizes varying from the maximum of
8 �m2 to less than 100 nm2, are the dominant domains in the
as-grown sample at room temperature. In contrast to the

FIG. 2. Temperature dependence of relative permittivity ����T� for the �110�-cut PMN-25PT single crystal upon heating of �a� the
as-grown and �b� the poled samples; and upon cooling of �c� the as-grown and �d� the poled samples.

FIG. 3. �Color online� Domain structure at room temperature in
�a� the as-grown and �b� the poled �110�-cut PMN-25PT single
crystal.
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speckle-shaped domains in the as-grown sample, stripe-
shaped domains are found to exist in the poled sample as
shown in Fig. 3�b�. The widths of the stripes vary from sev-
eral to 10 �m, which are much larger than the diameter of
the speckle-shaped microdomains in the as-grown sample. It
is apparent that, in the poled sample, microdomains have
been transformed to macrodomains due to the applied exter-
nal electric field.5 Based on the experimental condition, the
regions with “black” contrast in Fig. 3�b� correspond to the
macrodomains formed by the poling process, and the “white”
contrast regions are believed to be the domains that have not
been successfully poled or the domains that have been depo-
larized. The stripe shape of the domains is consistent with
the reported optical observations of the macrodomains.24

Based on Lehnen and Shvartsman’s results on
Sr0.61−xCexBa0.39Nb2O6 �SBN61: Ce� and PMN-20PT single
crystals,26,27 the relaxor properties can be well described us-
ing 2D random-field Ising model �RFIM�. The domain size
distribution in relaxor ferroelectrics is believed to follow a
power law with an exponential cutoff as follows:

Nd�Sd� � Sd
−� exp�−

Sd

S0
� , �2�

where Nd is the number of domains of the size of Sd, and S0
is the upper cutoff of the domain size. Figure 4 shows the
relationship between the domain number and the domain size
of the as-grown �110�-cut PMN-25PT single crystal. The
data were collected by the analysis function of the DI soft-
ware �Digital Instruments�. Each value is the average of 3–5
times’ collections, and the statistical error has been given in
the curve. The experimentally observed domain sizes in our
sample can also fit well with Eq. �2�, and the best fit yields
the value of exponent � as being 2.41 and S0 as being
1.30 �m2. As described by Shvartsman, � corresponds to a
big variation of the domain size.26

Figure 5 shows piezoresponse images of the as-grown
sample at different temperatures. During heating, it can be
seen that the contrast between the oppositely polarized do-
mains decreases and the boundaries of the domains become
rougher �Figs. 5�b�–5�d�	, while there is little change in the
shape and number of domains. Some microdomains can still

be seen when the temperature is above the transition tem-
perature, Tm. At 150 °C, however, most of the domains dis-
appear �Fig. 5�e�	. After the sample has been cooled down to
room temperature, the microdomain structure appears in the
same region again, as shown in Fig. 5�f�. This domain struc-
ture evolution is consistent with the temperature-dependent
relative permittivity measurement as shown in Fig. 2. It
should be noted, however, that when the sample has been
cooled back to the room temperature, the same area presents
a different domain pattern than that prior to heating. The
different domain structure after heating and cooling process
is believed to be due to the random fields in the single crystal
during cooling process.

The temperature dependence of the domain density, aver-
age piezoresponse amplitude, and sum of the domain areas
are shown in Fig. 6. It can be seen that the sum of the do-
main areas and the domain density change very little at lower
temperatures. However, when the sample is heated to a tem-
perature near the transition temperature, Tm, both the domain
density and the sum of the domain areas decrease quickly,
but they do not become zero even when the temperature is
well above Tm. The residual domains are believed to be those
that contain PNRs which can exist at temperatures well

FIG. 4. Domain size distribution of the as-grown �110�-cut
PMN-25PT single crystal.

FIG. 5. �Color online� Temperature-dependent piezoresponse
images showing the domain evolution of the as-grown �110�-cut
PMN-25PT single crystal at �a� 25, �b� 80, �c� 110, �d� 120, and �e�
150 °C. �f� Piezoresponse image after the sample was cooled back
to room temperature.
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above Tm.11,26,31 On the other hand, the average piezore-
sponse amplitude has a similar change as the Pr, which de-
creases continuously to a value close to zero. The nonzero
amplitude at high temperature reveals that the polarization
persists in a broad temperature range due to the existence of
PNRs.

Figure 7 shows the evolution of the temperature-
dependent domain structure in the poled �110�-cut PMN-
25PT single crystal, where �a�–�f� correspond to the domain
images at 25, 90, 100, 110, 120, and 140 °C upon heating,
respectively. All of the piezoresponse images in Fig. 7 were
obtained from the same region. However, compared to Fig.
3�b�, which is from another region in the same sample, the
stripe-shaped macrodomains shown in Fig. 7�a� are not very
uniform. It can be seen that at room temperature the domain
walls are smooth and the contrast is sharp. In the temperature
range from room temperature to 90 °C, there is no signifi-
cant change in the size and shape of the domains. However,
as shown in Fig. 7�b�, when the temperature reaches 90 °C,
the sizes of the “white” speckles and stripes increase, and
some new speckles appear. At 100 °C, as shown in Fig. 7�c�,
more “white” speckles with diameter of less than 100 nm
appear, and one can see that the sizes of the speckles and
stripes keep on increasing. When the temperature reaches
110 °C, it is also apparent that the contrast of the stripe-
shaped domain becomes weaker, and some stripe-shaped do-
mains disappear; while the diameters of the newly appeared
speckle-shaped domains increased to several hundred na-
nometers �Fig. 7�d�	. The domain structure continues to
change as the temperature increases. When the temperature
surpasses Tm, reaching 120 °C, the contrast of the piezore-

sponse image becomes much weaker and the domain walls
become rather blurred �Fig. 7�e�	. At a temperature of
140 °C, which is well above the Tm, no obvious domain
structure can be identified in the piezoresponse image �Fig.
7�f�	, where a gray contrast dominates the image, except for
a few “black” and “white” dots that may correspond to the
normal ferroelectric domains of PbTiO3 or to defective
pinned domains. When the sample was cooled down to room
temperature, at the same region, no stripe-shaped macro-
domain could be seen from the piezoresponse image, except
for some speckle-shaped domains with sizes smaller than
1 �m �Fig. 7�g�	. Therefore, it can be concluded that without
an external field no macrodomain can be formed during cool-
ing. In order to have a comparison with the domain pattern
of the as-grown sample after being cooled back to room tem-

FIG. 6. Temperature dependence of �a� the domain density, �b�
the average amplitude of the piezoresponse, and �c� the sum of the
domain areas of the as-grown �110�-cut PMN-25PT single crystal.

FIG. 7. �Color online� Temperature-dependent piezoresponse
images of domain evolution in the poled �110�-cut PMN-25PT
single crystal upon heating: �a� 25; �b� 90; �c� 100; �d� 110; �e� 120;
and �f� 140 °C. �g� Piezoresponse image after the sample was
cooled back to the room temperature. �h� The magnified domain
image of the outlined region in �g�.
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perature as shown in Fig. 5�f�, an outlined region in Fig. 7�g�
is magnified. A similar speckle-shaped domain pattern can be
seen in Fig. 7�h� compared to that shown in Fig. 5�f�, al-
though the domain densities and shapes are not exactly the
same.

In order to understand the detail of the newly appearing
domains, analyses of the temperature dependence of the do-
main density, the average piezoresponse amplitude and the
sum of the domain areas in the region outlined in Fig. 7�a�
were illustrated in Fig. 8. There are a few points related to
Figs. 7 and 8 that need to be noted. First, a domain wall
expansion during heating is apparent for the “white” do-

mains shown in Figs. 7�a�–7�c�. This can be understood by
the fact that new domains tend to nucleate at the domain
walls due to the relatively low domain wall energy. However,
the piezoresponse does not increase, although the domain
wall expands during heating. Second, in contrast to those in
the as-grown sample, both the domain density and the sum of
the domain areas in the poled sample increase near Tm, cor-
responding to the newly appeared “white” dots in Fig. 7�b�.
Third, when the temperature is higher than Tm, PMN-25PT
changes to a paraelectric phase; therefore, no obvious do-
main contrast can be observed as shown in Fig. 7�f� and the
three analysis values have the same tendency as those ob-
served in the as-grown sample.

IV. CONCLUSION

The study of ferroelectric domain structures and
temperature-dependent domain evolution in poled and as-
grown �110�-cut PMN-25PT single crystals revealed the fol-
lowing results: The as-grown PMN-25PT exhibits speckle-
shaped microdomains with domain sizes ranging from less
than 100 nm2 to 8 �m2, and the domain size distribution
decreases exponentially as domain size increases. During the
heating process from room temperature to approaching Tm,
there is no obvious change in the density and the sum of
areas of the microdomains, except the continuous decrease of
the average piezoresponse amplitude. When temperature
passed over Tm, the microdomains start to disappear, and
when temperature is much higher than Tm, only PNRs retain,
revealing the ferroelectricity in a broad temperature range.
The speckle-shaped microdomains can be rebuilt by the ran-
dom field in the cooling process. Stripe-shaped macro-
domains with widths of around 10 �m were observed by the
PFM in the �110�-cut and poled PMN-25PT single crystal.
These macrodomains were found to undergo a transition to
microdomains during heating to temperatures above 90 °C.
Further heated to temperatures higher than the phase transi-
tion temperature of 115 °C, the microdomains finally disap-
pear.
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